Xavier Becerra, Attorney General
Office of the Initiative Coordinator

Dear Anabel Renteria:

Request for amendment of 19-0020

Please accept inclusion of this omission in the body of Organic California 2050 stamped as received October 7, 2019, serial # 19-0020.

Robert Henry Cannard
1998 Sobre Vista Road
Sonoma CA 95476
707-328-8084
info@greenstringfarm.com
ORGANIC CALIFORNIA 2050

We the people of the State of California direct the duly elected Governor with the assistance of elected and associated officers to enact protocols resulting in:

1) An annually progressive reduction of three percent use by commercial and domestic agriculture, forestry, residential and governmental applicators of all fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and fumigants not conforming with the National Organic Program (NOP) as executed by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA). A 90% conformity of mentioned inputs with the (NOP) by the year 2050 as the expected result.

2) Progress reports published annually to the people in an accurate, unclouded, understandable manner.

3) Assessment of a levy of one tenth of one percent (one dollar per thousand) on all fungicides, herbicides, insecticides, fumigants and fertilizers not conforming with
the (NOP) used in the state supporting research dedicated towards the reduction of assessed products.

4) Research grants awarded equally to governmental and independent entities with a limit of one tenth of one percent of total funds garnered per research application annually. Progress reports published in the public forum annually.

Without further ado, we place our trust in state and county officials to honestly enact the directives of this measure beginning in the year 2021 resulting in a cleaner, healthier State of California by 2050.

Proponent: Robert Henry Cannard

Robert Henry Cannard
1998 Sobre Vista Road
Sonoma CA 95476
707-328-8084
27 September 2019